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ABSTRACT
In the first of two experiments measuring Ganong effects, listeners were permitted to respond when they
wished, while in the second, they were prompted to
respond within a short interval at varying delays after stimulus onset. Both showed that lexical items
were activated early and that their activation strength
grew with response time and persisted after the effects of the stimuli’s acoustics began to fade. These
results show that Ganong effects are not produced
by late decision processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Listeners prefer to identify ambiguous members of
a word-nonword continuum between two phonological categories as the category corresponding to the
word endpoint [4, 11]. This lexical preference or
“Ganong effect” has both informed understanding
of how listeners apply their lexical knowledge in
perceiving speech and fueled debate about whether
lexical activation feeds back on pre-lexical processing. Ganong [4] himself conceived and interpreted
his experiments as testing whether listeners’ lexical knowledge altered their percepts of the stimulus’s acoustic properties, as expected by an interactive model [6], or instead induced a post-perceptual
response bias, as expected by an autonomous model
[9]. He argued that their lexical knowledge altered
their percepts because it shifted responses toward
the word category only to intermediate, ambiguous
stimuli and not also unambiguous stimuli near the
continuum’s endpoints.
Both the occurrence and strength of the Ganong
effect has been shown to depend on when the listener
responds, but not consistently. For initial consonant
targets, the size of the lexical effect on response proportions has been shown to be stronger for slow RTs
than for fast RTs [3, 8], while for final consonant targets, the lexical preference is instead stronger in fast
than slow responses [7]. In a more recent study [11],
however, the strength of the lexical preference didn’t
vary with response time for three initial consonant
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targets and was only stronger in fast than slow responses for one out of two final consonant targets.
Although one study [2] has found word responses
to be faster than non-word responses to ambiguous,
intermediate stimuli, but not to differ for unambiguous endpoints, another [11] found word responses
to be faster than nonword responses to endpoint and
not intermediate stimuli. These inconsistencies undermine any attempt to use these results to support
either interactive or autonomous models.
We undertook two studies to resolve these inconsistencies. In the first, listeners could choose when
to respond, while in the second, they were prompted
to respond at particular moments and were severely
limited in the amount of time they had to respond.
By varying when the prompt occurred, we could collect responses that differed in how much of the stimulus listeners had heard and thus how much information they had obtained about which category made a
word.
2. EXPERIMENT 1
2.1. Method

2.1.1. Stimuli
The target sounds in this experiment consisted of 12
steps selected from a 20-step /s–f/ continuum. They
occurred before one of three –VC rimes: –ide (/aId/),
where /s/ but not /f/ made a word (side, *fide), –ile
(/aIl/), where /f/ but not /s/ made a word (*sile, file),
and –ime (/aIm/), whether neither /s/ nor /f/ made
a word (*sime, *fime). These materials were chosen
to minimize the influence of various lexical statistics
on listeners’ responses (Table 1).
The rimes, –ide, –ile, –ime, were recorded with

Figure 1: Mean proportion of “f” responses by
RT quantile bin from fastest (0.005-0.1, upper left)
to slowest (0.9-0.995, lower right), context, and
step.
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Table 2: Fixed effects estimates, including all
two-way interactions of step, context, and RT
quantile bin.
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2.2. Results
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the onset /h/, i.e. hile, hide, hime, so there were no
formant transitions into the vowel that would convey
information about the preceding consonant’s place
of articulation. Information about the final consonant became audible 215-225 ms into the rimes. Listeners could have used vowel nasalization in the nucleus of the –ime rime, and a higher pitch in the –ile
to anticipate the final consonant; however, nasalization must persist for a relatively long period to be detected [13], and the pitch difference between the –ile
rime and the other two rimes was most pronounced
about the same time as acoustic evidence about the
final consonant became audible. The /s–f/ continuum was made by mixing in complementary proportions tokens of /s/ and /f/ that exhibited the largest
differences in energy between a lower frequency 04000 Hz band and a higher frequency 4000-8000 Hz
band: higher – lower = 15.99 dB for /s/ and −5.92
dB for /f/. The fricatives were shortened to 150 ms,
so the final consonant that informed the listener as
whether /s/, /f/, or neither made a word became audible 365-375 ms after stimulus onset.
2.1.2. Procedure
Each participant was trained with correct answer
feedback on the endpoints in the no-bias –ime context. In testing, each listener responded 8 times to
each endpoint, 16 times to the two stimuli nearest
the endpoints, and 24 times to the remaining eight
intermediate stimuli in each of the three contexts,
for a total of 720 test trials. Correct answer feedback
was also given to endpoint stimuli during testing. 27
adult native speakers of North American English dialects participated. None reported any speaking or
hearing disorders. They provided informed consent.

2.2.1. Response proportions
Response time (RT) quantile bins (0.005–0.1, 0.1–
0.3, 0.3–0.5, 0.5–0.7, 0.7–0.9, 0.9–0.995) were calculated separately for each listener and step, and responses faster than the 0.005 quantile and slower
than the 0.995 quantile were discarded. Figure 1
shows that in all RT quantile bins, listeners responded “f” considerably more often in the f-bias –
ile context than the other two contexts. They also responded “f” less often in the s-bias –ide than the nobias –ime context, but this difference was smaller.
Slower responses were less categorical: near the
endpoints, responses corresponded less reliably to
the nearby endpoint category, and they crossed over
less abruptly from one category to the other.
A mixed effects logistic regression model including step, treatment coding of context (s-bias –ide vs
no-bias –ime and f-bias –ile vs no-bias –ime), RT
quantile bins and all two-way interactions between
these fixed effects was fit to the relative proportion
of “f” responses. All continuous fixed effects were
centered (by subtracting their means) and scaled (by
dividing by their standard deviations), in this and all
subsequent models. Random effects of listener on
the intercept and the slopes of the individual fixed
effects, but not their interactions, were included, in
this and all subsequent models.
This model fit better than one lacking these interactions (X 2 (6) = 178.78, p < 20.2e − 16), and the fit
was not improved by adding the three-way interactions between the fixed effects (X 2 (2) = 1.5658, p =
0.4571). Besides the main effects of step and lexical
preference expected from Figure 1, the estimates in
Table 2 show that listeners responded “f” more often
as they responded slower, but less often for slower
responses as the fricative became more /f/-like. The

Figure 2: Mean response times (ms) by context,
endpoint versus intermediate continuum intervals,
and response.
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2.3. Discussion

The lexical preferences were greater for slower responses, cf. [3], but clearly present in the fastest responses, too. The effect of the target sounds’ acoustics also diminished as responses slowed. This combination suggests that words were activated quickly,
and that their activation persists after memory of the
sounds’ qualities has faded. RTs were not faster for
word than nonword responses for either endpoint or
intermediate stimuli, but instead uniformly slower
for intermediate than endpoint stimuli, and for “f”
than “s” responses. The latter difference was greater
for intermediate than endpoint stimuli.
3. EXPERIMENT 2
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effect of step didn’t differ between the s-bias –ide
and the no-bias –ime contexts, but “f” responses decreased as the stimulus became more /f/-like in the
f-bias –ile compared to the no-bias –ime context.
2.2.2. Response times
The continuum was divided into a continuous interval spanning intermediate, ambiguous stimuli, steps
7-12, and a discontinous interval including more unambiguous stimuli, steps 1-5 near the /s/ endpoint
and steps 14-20 near the /f/ endpoint. Figure 2
shows that RTs were uniformly slower for intermediate than endpoint stimuli across the three contexts,
cf. [10], that they are also uniformly slower for “f”
than “s” responses across contexts and within both
endpoint and intermediate intervals, and that the difference in RT between “f” and “s” responses was
larger for intermediate than endpoint stimuli.
A mixed effects linear model including the endpoint versus intermediate intervals, context, and response, and the interaction between intervals and response as fixed effects fit the log RTs better than a
model without this interaction (X 2 (1) = 50.954, p =
8.457e − 13) and was only slightly improved by
adding the other two-way and three-way interactions
(X 2 (6) = 12.898, p = 0.04469). Moreover, none the
estimates for the additional interactions reached significance (|t| < 2). In the model with just the single
interaction, the estimates for endpoint versus intermediate steps and for “f” versus “s” responses were
both significantly positive, as was that for their interaction, thus confirming that “f” responses were
slowed more than “s” responses for intermediate
compared to endpoint stimuli.

The second experiment is, so far as we know,
the first speech perception experiment to use the
response-signal paradigm.
In our use of this
paradigm, listeners were prompted (signaled) to respond at different times on every trial and were limited in the amount of time they had to respond.
The earliest prompt was chosen to tap listeners’ perceptual experience at the moment when lexically
relevant acoustic information first became audible,
while later ones successively tapped the subsequent
evolution of that experience.
3.1. Method

3.1.1. Stimuli
The endpoints and four intermediate stimuli were reused from the continuum used in Experiment 1.
3.1.2. Procedure
The only substantial change in procedures was that
responses were prompted randomly at 375, 675,
975, or 1350 ms after stimulus onset (henceforth
“delays”) by displaying “Go!” in the middle of the
screen, and listeners had just 300 ms to respond after
this prompt appeared. The earliest prompt coincided
with when lexically relevant acoustic information
about the final consonant became audible, the next
earliest right after the stimulus ended, and the two
later ones at increasingly noticeable delays afterward. These intervals approximate the mean 0.005,
0.25, 100 ms after the 0.75, and the 0.995 RT quantiles, respectively, from Experiment 1, and thus sample the range from fastest to slowest responses in that
experiment. Listeners were informed after their response whether it was on-time, too fast, or too slow,
and the cumulative total of on-time, too fast, and too
slow responses was displayed at the end of each test
block. In three one-hour sessions on different days,
the endpoint stimuli were presented 8 times and the

Figure 3: Mean “f” response proportions by response prompt delay, session, context, and step.
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Table 3: Fixed effects estimates for a model including the two-way interactions context, delay,
and session.
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intermediate stimuli 25 times in each of the three
contexts at each of the four response prompt delays,
for a total of 1392 test trials/participant. 29 participants who met the same criteria as Experiment 1
gave informed consent and participated.
3.2. Results

Only on-time responses were included in the analysis, overall a little more than 0.83 of the responses.
Figure 3 shows that the lexical preference for “f”
responses in the –ile context influenced responses
even at the earliest delay, that this lexical preference was nonetheless greater at all later delays, that
responses became less categorical as the delay got
later, much as they did as responses got slower in
Experiment 1, but that they became more categorical at those later delays in later sessions, and finally
that the lexical preference for “s” responses in the –
ide compared to the –ime context disappeared by the
second session.
A mixed effects logistic regression model including step, context, delay, and session and the two-way
interactions between context and delay, context and
session, and delay and session fit the relative “f” response proportions better than one lacking these interactions (X 2 (5) = 54.121, p = 1.979e − 10). Besides the effects of step and lexical preference expected from Figure 3, the estimates in Table 3 show
that listeners responded “f” more often in the f-bias
–ile vs no-bias –ime context at longer delays. The
marginal interactions between delay and session and
between s-bias –ide vs no-bias –ime and session reflect the trends visible in Figure 3 toward more categorical responses for later delays in later sessions
and the disappearance of the lexical preference for
“s” responses in the s-bias –ide context, respectively.

3.3. Discussion

The lexical preference for “f” responses in the –ile
context was stronger at later response prompt delays,
but it was nonetheless clearly present at the earliest delay. Otherwise, as with longer RTs in Experiment 1, the perceptual effects of lexical preferences
persisted as delays got later while those of stimulus
acoustics faded.
4. GENERAL DISCUSSION
These experiments show that lexical items were activated early, as soon as the relevant acoustic information became audible. These lexical preferences both
strengthened over time and lasted longer than those
influenced by the stimuli’s acoustics themselves. In
an eye tracking experiment with the same stimuli
[5], novel fixations to the letter corresponding to the
word category increased significantly as soon as the
relevant acoustic information became audible, too,
but that lexical preference was outlasted by the influence of the stimuli’s acoustics.
The immediacy of the lexical preference might
appear to support interpreting Ganong effects as
modifications of pre-lexical processing rather than
post-perceptual decisions, cf. [4, 6], but nothing in
an alternative autonomous model [9] requires lexical activation to be slow. The models instead differ
architecturally: in TRACE, activation of a lexical
item feeds back on the pre-lexical processing and
thus alters the activation strength of phonological
categories, while in Merge, the signal feeds strictly
forward through pre-lexical to lexical processing,
which feeds forward in turn to a task-specific category decision process. These results do not, therefore favor interactive over autonomous models, even
if they rule out treating Ganong effects as products
of late decision processes.
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